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ABSTRACT

robot morphology, and autonomy, all within the context of robots
and humans working together collaboratively. Each topic will
be discussed by an invited panel, comprised of individuals from
HRI-related disciplines (e.g., robotics, computer science, psychology, design), and policy-related disciplines (e.g., ethics, philosophy, law). Each panel will be moderated by one of the organizers. The end of the day will be dedicated to creating a
working consensus document for the community. Goals include:
(1) establishing common language for multi-disciplinary discussion, (2) identifying key areas of concern, (3) establishing baseline approaches to solving policy and ethical problems in HRI.

As robotics technology forays into our daily lives, research, industry, and government professionals in the field of human-robot
interaction (HRI) in must grapple with significant ethical, legal,
and normative questions. Many leaders in the field have suggested that “the time is now” to start drafting ethical and policy
guidelines for our community to guide us forward into this new
era of robots in human social spaces. However, thus far, discussions have been skewed toward the technology side or policy
side, with few opportunities for cross-disciplinary conversation,
creating problems for the community. Policy researchers can
be concerned about robot capabilities that are scientifically unlikely to ever come to fruition (like the singularity), and technologists can be vehemently opposed to ethics and policy encroaching on their professional space, concerned it will impede their
work. This workshop aims to build a cross-disciplinary bridge
that will ensure mutual education and grounding, and has three
main goals: 1) Cultivate a multidisciplinary network of scholars
who might not otherwise have the opportunity to meet and collaborate, 2) Serve as a forum for guided discussion of relevant
topics that have emerged as pressing ethical and policy issues in
HRI, 3) Create a working consensus document for the community that will be shared broadly.

1.1

List of workshop topics

Healthcare: HRI researchers and practitioners often deploy robots
in therapeutic settings with vulnerable populations; for example, to help treat children with autism spectrum disorders [14]
to reduce stress and encourage pro-social behavior among older
adults [6] and to help children with developmental disabilities
[7]. They also have been used to assist people with daily living
tasks, such as bathing, manipulation [16], mobility [1], and other
activities to support independent living and aging-in-place [4].
However, the use of robots to aid with these therapeutic and
intimate tasks with vulnerable populations raises substantial concerns: How will clients’ privacy be protected? Should the use of
robots for these tasks be regulated by an administrative agency
such as the FTC, Health and Human Services (HHS), or a new
agency specifically created to address the issues raised by robots?
Could robot caregivers displace human caregivers, negatively affecting both clients’ welfare and healthcare providers’ jobs?

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.2.9 [Artificial Intelligence]: Robotics; K.4.1 [Computers and
Society]: Public Policy Issues
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The workshop is a single-track, day long meeting that includes the topics of deployment of robots in healthcare settings,
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Morphology: Robots can range in appearance from looking mechanical to anthropomorphic in appearance [13]. Morphology
is a richly debated topic in the community, with many studies
showing people will anthropomorphize and form attachments to
nearly anything conveying animacy [3, 2, 10]. Some worry that
increasingly humanoid representations not only convey inaccurate expectations to people about a robot’s capabilities, but may
also be unethical when treating vulnerable populations [12].
Robots have significant ability to harm people not just physically, but through manipulation. People can develop feelings
for robots, when can be leveraged to coerce these people to act
in the interest of the robot’s designer or controller. Imagine a
robot designed to intentionally exploit emotional attachment to
solicit payments for mandatory “upgrades” to keep the person’s
beloved friend “alive.”

Autonomy: With the anticipated, rapid introduction of semiautonomous robotics technology in human social environments,
an ever more important form of HRI will be handoff of control
from robot to human controllers at various points of operation.
In the HRI research community, these handoffs of control are
often discussed in the context of instrumenting shared autonomy
and designing for acceptability [9, 15]. Others have explored
how Wizard-of-oz is used in HRI research settings [11]
However, the handoff of control to robots puts the onus of ethical and policy considerations, which must be made ex ante, on
designers. Designers that assume control over actions from humans through automation will be subjecting themselves to legal
liability and ethical problems with respect to when the handoff is
appropriate and the substance of decisions once the handoff has
been made. Entire liability and risk management regimes like
insurance must be re-calibrated in light of the handoff of control. Care should be taken to ensure proper designing for ease
of handoff without significant interruption of control functionality, and designing for avoidance of unwarranted human operator habituation to automatic controls. Significant open questions
remain as to when the handoff of control to robots should be
legally or ethically required.

disciplines, and will serve as a useful educational tool for students wishing to explore the HRI ethics and policy space but
who may not know where in the literature to begin.
Following the workshop, the organizers will produce an experiences report that will be widely distributed via the workshop
website [8], the Robohub website [5], and various social media
roboethics-related groups. The report will be licensed under a
Creative Commons license, and deposited in an archive repository which will be accessible through a persistent ID.
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